
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The indulgence of Jeremiah the Great 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Albert Einstein predicted World War IV would be fought 

with sticks and stones. It was fought with steak knives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



                                      Appetizer 
(Prologue) 

 
I sit in a confined space where all I have for belongings 

are my thoughts, a processor lodged behind my left ear and a 
grimy auburn uniform. My soul is crushed and my spirit 
departed just outside a facility north of the townships of 
Waterloo and somewhere in a web of lies and a kitchen sink 
full with mind skills. 

I believe my name is Derrick Reznor. The last name 
sounds about right; my first name is what’s in question. 
Friends called me Rick but authorities claim it was short for 
Richard. I don’t know anymore, can’t say I care much either. 

They’ve got me locked up like a rat in a space adorned 
with a toilet, a sink, a pillow that I’ve covered in drool for far 
too many nights and a coverlet on a padded floor. How nice 
of them to give me a clock, sheltered behind a metal grid way 
up on the wall, now I can keep track of time. Days and 
months, I lost track of that shit a long time ago. The only 
thing I distinguish for certain is that I fill this precious 
abundance of time on a cold floor with my back resting on a 
padded wall, “for your own safety, Sir” and every once in a 
while, I answer questions on the events that brought me here; 
an epidemic, government corruption, a beautiful aristocrat 
and the near extinction of animal life. 

All this materialized 40 years ago, some centuries long 
after the abolition of the Gregorian calendar. 

 

*** 
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Chapter 1 
 
Children of the sun 
 

The sun was on its last hour on that spring day of early 
May. This favoured shutter window of opportunity is known 
as the golden hour. It’s when the sun stands at its lowest point 
on the horizon and its sun rays complement all that we see, 
this illusion we call life, with a golden hue.  

We were blessed with beautiful days, cool at night and just 
perfect in the daytime. A warm breeze whooshed from the 
West making it impossible for an occasional chill and no 
threatening cloud in the perfect blue sky to predict a single 
drop of rain. 

Far in the distance, children ran behind the barbwire fence 
of a facility located in the Basin Desert. I’m guesstimating 
that no hour was ever golden for these children.  

The scene reminded me of a Salvador Dali painting of 
golden desert dunes where elongated shadows of children ran 
behind a fence crowned with thorns. The breeze persistently 
blowing sand away was nature’s way of trying to erase this 
sad imagery from its pristine landscape. 

Despite its nice weather, the Basin Desert offered nothing 
more than plains, drought and a view of this facility, this 
gargantuan architectural marvel that overpowered nature and 
bullied its landscape. A huge central dome topped with a 
glass tower housed administrators and pen pushers keeping 
busy at justifying their jobs by writing new procedures, 
protocols and saving a penny on light bulbs. 

 



This facility I had invaded, was in fact the only building in 
the Basin desert, a land far too dry and bland for one to live 
here or even consider doing so. Built on an elevated piece of 
land, it had survived much of nature’s revenge against 
centuries of gas emissions, global warming and pollution. In 
the course of the last few centuries, Earth had become a land 
of all or nothing. While most of the land was submerged in 
water, other parts were victim of the drought. Only a limited 
amount of land had managed to maintain a good equilibrium 
of moisture and a healthy ecological system, the rest 
consisted of dried up deserts or post-epidemic bacteria-
infested lands. 

 
The children, mainly boys, were cheerful, some 

uncovered, others in small cotton garments draped around 
their waist. This one child with long lashes and beautiful 
brown eyes caught my attention. He had long and dark hair 
with tiny chapped lips. His skin was darker, indicating a 
pedigree of Indian or Pakistani origin, countries that no 
longer existed. His beauty seemed tainted by a void yet his 
smile covered it well. The children scuffled round the yard, 
brawling and teasing each other like domesticated kittens 
practising to be the hunters they’ll never need to be. 

Their laughter was seldom interrupted by alarms or 
random call-outs from an intercom. 

“All team commanders of sector B, please account to 
Main unit” 

“C-12. Repeating, C-12” 

The children’s language was far different from the 
intercom, impossible to understand, unrecognizable, nothing 
more than a collection of noise. Their language bore no 
resemblance to structured communication. They 



communicated through body language and understood each 
other through the music of their grunts and primitive moans. 

It has been said that 55% of our communication is body 
language, 38% voice tone and only 7% verbal and yet, I can’t 
imagine being unable to utter words or ever thinking without 
the use of words. They did. Though their lack of speaking 
skills reflected narrow intellect, it complemented their 
animalistic behaviour perfectly. 

The brown-eyed boy was the smallest and quite vulnerable 
in comparison. His sense of humour and out-going 
personality served as his only defence whereas others carried 
a heftier posture. While ostensibly deprived and abused, they 
carried a healthy body weight with a ratio that compared to 
that of an athlete or even a soldier only, they were captive 
and subdued. 

“Attention all, enforcing procedure 17 prepare for 
collection” 

That I understood. Recess had apparently ended. 

I watched as the children lined up waiting for automatic 
gates to open. Men made their way into the playground. 
Branded with the power and glory of their dark military 
uniforms, they circled the children and paraded in their black 
boots, black gloves and black caps, taping their palms with 
batons; cat walking the latest virile couture. No matter the 
era, no matter the place, uniformed officers love decorum. 
They flexed their muscles with vanity and disdain before the 
children, and made sure their zero-tolerance-for-misconduct 
policy was loud and clear. 

There isn’t much a child could do before such authority 
yet in a moment of euphoria, the brown-eyed boy decided to 
run in the opposite direction, taunting guards, laughing in the 
face of death. While others cheered and raised their fists in 
the air, he ran… completely oblivious to the consequences of 



his actions. With no precise plan of escape in mind, he ran as 
if freedom awaited him. The three metres barbwire fence 
offered no liberty, not even hope. 

At least 4 men answered the call. With a plan of action 
underprivileged of psychology and rational, the thugs 
engaged in a ruthless chase. The kid was nothing more than a 
cattle straying from the herd. 

“Fender, Akl, go left, you two right,” ordered the head of 
guards. 

They saddled up and began their chase. Gliders were sexy 
looking machines. These tamed mechanical beasts operated 
with magnetic levitation, no wheels, air or any other source 
of propellant, all magnetism. A cross between a motorcycle 
and a horse performing a graceful ballet of robotics, these 
rugged machines were completely in touch with their 
feminine side. The guards sat saddle style, leaning in a 
stationary armrest on each side of a central command post. 
Depending on the chosen direction, the dynamos extended 
and or retracted, tilting the machine to the sides the front or 
back. 

The kid could run. He ran to the left then to the right, then 
left again until one man spun around and brought him down 
with a zapper. He planted face first in a grand finale dust 
cloud, twitching and foaming at the mouth. The men secured 
him like a cowboy would a bull at a 20th Century Rodeo. 

They gathered around the youngster, kicking and stomping 
him until one man kicked him in the ribs, he was immediately 
shoved away by the other guards. 

“What are you nuts?” said one guard 
“Why? What?” He replied. 

Unconscious, they dragged him to the door leaving behind 
a trail of blood and dust. 



“That’ll teach him,” said one man. 
“Did you see how I whacked him off his feet?” 

“Yes, but you shouldn’t have kicked him in the ribs. 
You’ll hear about it,” added a third man. 

“Yeah, Carrs is going to be all over you like a cheap suit” 
Misbehaving cattle always provided a diversion for the 

guards. Every once in a while and particularly after a short 
and sweet chase poisoned by adrenaline, a good round of 
meat pounding alleviated the monotony of a day’s work. 

While the other children made their way inside the main 
room, designed much like a colossal shower chamber, the 
comatose rebel was given a rude awakening with water and 
several slaps. He was then forced to stand up and face the 
warden.  

Ladies and Gentlemen, Vera Carrs! 
I’ve met a lot of jerks in my lifetime but Carrs is the only 

one worthy of a grandiose introduction. She earned it. 
Wearing knee high boots with 4” heels, she had short 

blond hair, wore a black latex jump suit with light blue belts 
and criss-crossed straps atop her chest. Looking like she 
crawled right out of a nightclub, she wasn’t drop-dead 
gorgeous but there was something devilishly kinky about her. 
Maybe it was the scar on her upper lip, possibly resulting 
from a night of heavy petting. Her bright piercing blue eyes 
and long fingers wrapped in gold and diamond rings 
screamed for obedience and punishment.  

Vera Carrs was a decorated and thrifty bureaucrat who 
customarily got involved with this type of daily distraction. 
Still, she found a certain pleasure in crawling down from her 
ivory tower to pick on staff, a stress management remedy she 
had concocted for herself. 



She stood in front of the child and took a moment to 
contemplate herself in a compact mirror. Adjusting a lipstick 
smudge, she gave the child a thorough look over and spotted 
contusions on his arms and rib cage. She was concerned. 
Still, she kept quiet and continued her inspection. Pushing 
one man aside she reached around and grabbed the child by 
the shoulder; swirled him like a ballerina for a better 
inspection. The child trembled before her every command. 
No one spoke. As the staff stood still and focused on her lips, 
they waited for her to speak out. The black hole that was 
Vera Carrs knew the muscle of a dramatic pause and used it 
well. 

“Can one of you tell me why this child was beaten in the 
premiums?” she asked. 

“I... I did Mrs. Carrs.” hesitated the man responsible, 
while less loyal colleagues pointed him out. 

“Wait for me at my office I’ll deal with you later. As for 
the rest of you…” she paused again. 

“Who is responsible for his Dormitory?” 
The men kept quiet. Silence was not a wise choice. 

“Ladies… bring me the head of his dormitory,” she 
sighed. 

One of the generals ordered his two best men to fetch the 
head of the kid’s dormitory then hurried to Vera’s side. 

“Why is this child not controlled?” 
“I’m afraid I don’t know Mrs. Carrs,” he responded. 

“If he’s not controlled, then why is he here?” she 
continued. 

The man shrugged his shoulders and remained speechless. 



“It’s very simple. Doesn’t he need to be controlled to be 
here?” she persisted. 

Fortunately for this general, he and Carrs knew each other 
from way back, long before nature’s wrath and the epidemic 
that ravaged many of Earth’s population. They had gone to 
school together in Northern Europe, another slice of Earth 
gradually vanishing into the ocean like quick sand. She 
treated him amicably yet condescendingly. Their shared 
history didn’t exempt him from reprimand. 

“I assure you the Dormitory Manager will convene with 
you as soon as we locate him” he added backing away, 
bowing forwards. 

One child with two non-conformities showed lack of 
asperity and discipline, not the kind of thingamajig Carrs 
appreciated when performing random visits. She walked 
away head high as if far more important matters awaited her 
diligence. As for the guards, they rushed to answer her 
concerns and correct the non-conformities. The general 
continued to shout orders, diminishing his staff to guilty 
failures, passing on the bitter abuse left behind by Carrs. 
Teamwork always celebrates victory as one but when it 
comes to failure, your on your own –society is incorrigible 
and teamwork benefits slackers the most. 

The young child was cleaned up and taken down a 
corridor, to a separate part of the facility. I made my way 
along the wall and entered through a side door. 

“This one seems to have slipped through the cracks. Make 
sure he’s controlled and sent back to his dormitory before 
night fall” said the general. 

“Oh, and make sure Carrs is made aware of his control” he 
added. 

The youngster was placed in line with children slightly 
younger. He was ordered to wait his turn. Undressed, they 



stood, one behind the other, sandwiched between a gray brick 
wall and a stronghold of guards and stainless steel railings. 
Barefoot, cold and frightened, the children stood on a floor 
covered in a tarnished turquoise mosaic of tiles that barely 
held together with blackened grout, both drenched in urine. A 
man kept busy hosing down the floor in consideration for the 
guards who had to breathe in the awful smell of pee, 
disinfectants and the strange smell of burnt pig. 

The walls of the facility were clinical and macabre 
looking. It needed a fresh coat of paint and was nothing short 
of mildew, like a basement morgue with the exception of 
natural light patches on the ceiling and upper walls. Booths 
partitioned with windows, points of access and control posts, 
red lights and chair rails made the workspace feel like a 
dungeon. There were far too many ceiling lights, way too 
much noise and far too many children weeping, trembling. 
One by one, children entered a room where every time, 
without failure, was a shout followed by a desperate cry, a 60 
second horror recording on a loop. The closer a child made it 
to the front of the line, the more nervous and resistant he 
became. Technicians working behind the swinging doors 
would come out and get the next kid. No child was spared of 
this procedure, like a rite of passage to the end of innocence. 
The brown-eyed boy was next. He entered the room. I waited. 
He shouted, cried then disappeared behind a second set of 
doors. I thought I’d never see him again. 

I had to continue my quest for answers. I left the boy’s 
faith in the hands of these men, crossed my fingers and hoped 
for the best as I walked through a suspicious doorway. 

With playtime over, the yard was now one with the desert 
again, lifeless, waiting for a random transporter or export 
carrier to come or go in a trail of dust. 

 
 




